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Berthold Altmann and the Altix Camera  Michael Parker 
 

The Altix range of cameras emerged in 1939 and was sold 
mainly in Europe particularly Eastern Europe, up to the early 
1960’s. One model was rebadged as ‘Classic 35’ and exported to 
the US but apparently not to Australia.  Post WWII shortages 
and reliance on pre-war stockpiles led to some early versions 
being produced in quite small numbers. A policy of steady 
evolution in camera features, combined with the absence of any 
company model classification until the Altix III in 1948, 
encourages differing views on camera models. This complexity 
together with the absence of body numbering before 1952 and a 
scarcity of advertising literature until the mid-1950s, challenge 
the researcher. 
 
The chain of events that gave rise to and ultimately ended, the 
range of Altix cameras includes a mid-life crisis, jazz cellars, 
nepotism, shifting national boundaries, mergers & acquisitions, 
cross border flight, love and loss. People are central to the Altix 
story. 
 

The beginnings 
Our story begins in 1902 when Richard Knoll1 establishes a workshop for the manufacture of 
photographic accessories and shutters in Dresden-Plauen and in 1904 moves to Dresden-Laubegast, 
Dobritzer Straße 42. In1905, Karl Schaupt buys the business and registers the name Fabrik photogr. 
Bedarfsartikel Ing. Richard Knoll, inh. Karl Schaupt.  In 1910 Schaupt moves the company to 
Augsburger Straße 28 and finally to Eilenburger Straße 6.  
 
 Enter Emil Hofert 
As well as being a centre of the photographic industry, Dresden in the early 20th century was also 
the heart of the German tobacco industry with forty factories producing over 60% of all Germany’s 
tobacco goods. Emil Hofert is one of the entrepreneurs in the cigarette business but his heart is 
elsewhere…. 
 
Emil’s mid-life crisis begins at the age of 48 when in 
1918 he sets up a small mechanical and repair 
workshop at Ausburg Straße 54. His move to a new life 
is cemented when in March 1926, he purchases the 
Knoll enterprise and in 1927 registers the ungainly 
name Fabrik photographischer Artikel Emil Hofert 
vorm. Richard Knoll. Hofert starts production at 
Eilenburger Straße 6. Initially he builds folding plate 
cameras3 but he quickly identifies a gap in Dresden 
camera production. While Ihagee, KW, Ernemann, 
Kochmann, Mentor and others were producing 
relatively complex and expensive photographic 
apparatus, there was little production of low cost 
cameras for the ordinary person. Emil would build cameras for the people! Hofert now begins 
manufacturing box cameras designated EHO for Emil HOfert.  (Fig. 2) 
 
 

 
1 Another Richard Knoll established Photo Spezialhaus in Leipzig in 1892. 
2 Jahrbuch des Photographen 1905 
3 Thiele, Die Deutsche Photoindustrie - Wer war Wer 

 
Fig. 1: Advertisement in 1939  

for the first model Altix. 

Fig. 2: 1928 Italian advertisement  
for the Eho box camera. 
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In 1928 Hofert moves production back to Ausburger Straße 28 
under the name Photographische Manufaktur Richard Knoll.  
Consistent with Emil’s philosophy, some box cameras are 
designated “Volkskamera” and are available in a variety of 
colours.   
 
By March 1931, Hofert has 30 employees manufacturing box 
cameras marketed in Europe, UK and the USA.  The company is 
renamed Emil Hofert “Eho” Kamera-Fabrik G.m.b.H. and 
subsequently “Eho” Kamera-Fabrik Emil Hofert GmbH.  The 
cameras are well made but unremarkable except for a 1932 stereo 
box camera (Fig. 3) and the symmetrical doublet meniscus lenses 
used in several models to assist correction of coma, chromatic 
aberration and distortion.    Over time, Hofert gains commercial 
clients and rebadges some box cameras under a variety of names 
including NEBO, Errtee, Fotam, AKO, Record & Rilo. 

 
The Altmanns arrive 
By the early 1930’s Hofert recognises that his business plan and product line (any camera as long as 
it’s a box camera) need refreshing and at this stage Karl Heinrich Altmann, originally from Leipzig, 
joins the company.  Perhaps he is hired as a mechanic or perhaps for his skills in design and 
innovation.  But the authority he appears to have suggests that Altmann negotiated some kind of 
partnership deal bringing design capability and financial support. 
 
At this time, Dresden with a population of over 600 000 was the seventh largest city in Germany 
and a vibrant cultural centre earning it the name of ‘Florence on the Elbe’.  Dresden had a 
world-class art collection, baroque architecture, and the Semper Opera House where Kurt Weill, 
composer of the Threepenny Opera had in 1926 made his theatrical debut.  Nightspots, coffee 
houses and cabaret abounded. 
 
Karl Altmann and his son Berthold Wilhelm Altmann (Bobbi) embrace this lifestyle and both 
apparently have reputations as playboys4.  Berthold had undertaken commercial studies in England 
but seems to prefer playing in a nightclub band at Artushof.    
 
Like any father would, Karl wants to ensure that his son has career opportunities outside show 
business and in 1934, when Emil Hofert retires, Berthold finds himself the age of 27, not only 
employed but appointed Director of the EHO Corporation.  Emil dies in 1935 at age 66 and the 
Altmanns take over the company with a name change to Eho’  Kamera-Fabrik Emil Hofert GmbH 
Inhaber Berthold Altmann.   
 

The Altmanns are in a hurry to join the photographic 
bonanza and waste no time in setting their mark on 
styling and production.  All new cameras have the 
prefix “Alti”.  The EHO box cameras survive briefly 
but give way to the Altissa range, still simple cameras 
but increasingly sophisticated with new shapes 
showing art deco influence (Fig. 4). In 1936, the 
Altmanns buy new premises at Lortzingstraße 38 to 
accommodate 60 employees and start production of 
the twin lens Altiflex (Fig. 5) with some runs 
rebadged as Birnbaum and Wirgin.   
 
 

 
4 Hafner www.altissa.de 

 
Fig. 3: Eho stereo box camera as 
reviewed in the 1938 BJ Almanac. 

Fig. 4: Art deco Altissa D box camera. 
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The Eho and Alti- cameras are often attributed to Eho-Altissa of Dresden. 
But despite the frequency of name change, no legal entity of that name 
ever existed.  After the takeover in 1935, the Altmanns traded on the 
goodwill of the EHO name for at least four years while marketing the 
Altissa, the Altiflex and the first Altix. Up to 1939, and before registration 
of Altissa as the company name, Altmann cameras with the Eho logo were 
being advertised or reviewed in the BJ Almanac (Fig. 5). This brief period 
of dual branding probably led to the use of ‘Eho-Altissa’ as a substitute 
for the several company names. 
 

The first Altix  
In 1939, the Altmanns emulate Emil Hofert and produce a people’s camera named the Altix. The 
Altix joins the Argus A, Agfa Karat, Ansco Memo, Kodak Retina, Zeiss Tenax and very few others 
worldwide, in a group of lower cost cameras bringing 35mm photography to a broad market. In 
terms of specifications and probably price, the Altix aligns with the Argus and Agfa products. In 
terms of convenience and style, it is close to the Zeiss Tenax of the same year. 
 
The Altix of 1939 (Fig. 6) is ground-breaking in its design.  It is small, easily carried with a 35 mm, 
f/3.5 triplet anastigmat Pololyt lens made by Laack & Söhne in Rathenow. The earliest models 
(Fig. 1) have a fixed focus lens and advertise ‘no more focussing' as a selling point.  But this 
quickly changes and the next version introduces a helical focussing mount for the lens but marked 
only F (Far or Fern) and N (Near or Nähe).  The camera uses 35mm film in standard cassettes to 

produce 24x24mm negatives. 
The camera name is in vertical 
block lettering on a T-shaped 
cover immediately below the 
pressed steel platform-style 
shutter release. Loading is 
Leica-style through the 
removable base.  This is 
assisted by a pull ring, a spring 
loaded take-up knob and 
locking wedge to assist 
insertion of the take-up spool 
and a hinged back door later 
adopted by Leitz for the M 
series. Once loaded, film can 
be wound on for one frame at a 
time.   Before the next wind-on 
and shutter setting, a small 
spring loaded button on the top 
plate must be reset by pulling 
back against its spring.    
 
To load the film or to rewind 

exposed film into the original cassette, the internal sprocket claws are disengaged by using the rear 
catch to lock the same button allowing the sprocket wheels to move freely in either direction.   
 
Early versions of the 1939 Altix differ mainly in knob design and the presence or absence of the 
base pull ring. All have a square sided bevel-edged boxy attachment to the body for the lens/shutter 
assembly and a two blade 4-speed shutter behind the lens.  A cable release attachment point is at the 
side of the lens/shutter assembly. Shutter speeds are 1/25 1/50 1/100 1/150 second and B. The 
exposure counter is calibrated to 50 and is reset by a push-and-turn thumb movement on a recessed 
and grooved disc. 
 

Fig. 6: 1939 Altix with Laack Pololyt Lens No. 455492 with inset showing 
base pull ring, latch slider & two tripod bushes. 

 
Fig. 5: Altiflex with Eho
logo in 1939 BJ Almanac. 
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The 1940 Altix increases features and sophistication 
The Altix is a commercial success and in 1940, Berthold develops a more ambitious camera. With a 
Compur-Rapid shutter and Steinheil Cassar 3.5cm f/2.9 lens, this second model is even closer to the 
style and quality of the Zeiss product5. The 1940 Altix (Fig. 7) retains the vertical Altix logo, 
unique shutter release and the 
push-and-turn counter reset 
arrangement but blends the 
previous T-shaped cover for the 
shutter linkage into a new 
streamlined lens/shutter 
assembly with tapered sides. 
The Compur shutter is set 
separately but the shutter 
release is coupled to the film 
transport to avoid unintentional 
double exposures. There’s no 
provision for a cable release but 
the small knob at the top of the 
shutter dial when pushed back, 
allows the cocking lever to 
move past the normal stop point 
and engage a self-timer 
mechanism.  McKeown’s refers 
to a further model with focal plane shutter but no examples of this seem to have come to light.   
 
Limited production of the first (1939) model Altix continues into 1940 and possibly 1941. By now, 
Altmann has cut any connection with “Eho” and Emil Hofert and changes the Company name to 
Amca-Camera-Werk Berthold Altmann (Amca = AltMann CAmeras). But he seems undecided; 
perhaps “Amca” is too abrupt or not memorable. In 1941, he reverts to the name that has been 
successful with the box camera range and registers Altissa-Camera-Werk Berthold Altmann. War 
brings a halt to camera production with factory resources diverted to war materials.  As the manager 
of an essential industry, it’s likely that Berthold Altmann was excused war service and remained in 
Dresden. 

 
The bombing of Dresden in 1945 
(Fig. 8) destroys the Lortzingstraße 
premises and the tooling for the 
Altiflex cameras6. Following the 
German surrender, the country is in 
turmoil not least because of 
partitioning under the Yalta agreement 
into US, British, French and Soviet 
occupation zones. In Jena, the US 
Third Army, in occupation of this part 
of the Soviet zone between April and 
July 1945 makes use of the time to 
extract what they can from the Schott 
works and Carl Zeiss. They take with 
them all Carl Zeiss paperwork, patents, 
tool designs, the complete standard 

 
5 Lange & Sorms categorise this camera as Altix II 
6 Some post-war Altiflex have been reported and it’s possible they were assembled from rescued parts.   

Fig. 7: Second (1940) version of the Altix. 

Fig. 8: Dresden after the bombing raid of February 1945. 
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lens collection, around 250 technical specialists and associated equipment7.  Meanwhile in Dresden, 
at the destroyed Zeiss Ikon plant, the Russian occupation forces are working out ways to re-
establish and then remove a complete Zeiss Ikon Contax assembly line to Kiev in the Ukraine. The 
Soviet zone of Germany is quickly under firm Soviet rule and any private enterprise is under 
constant threat of nationalisation or removal as war reparation. Berthold Altmann8 along with other 
manufacturers keeps his head down and hopes that his enterprise is too small to attract attention.   
 
Post-war manufacturing 
During 1946, now with only 30 employees, Altmann rescues parts and repairs machinery from the 
destroyed Lortzingstraße factory in preparation for future camera production. Despite the threat of 
nationalisation, in May of the same year, he acquires a building complex at Blasewitzer Straße 369, 
and together with Fritz von Dosky establishes a new company ALDO-
Feingerätebau GmbH, (ALDO = ALtmann + DOsky) to produce microscopes for 
medical and technical fields.    
 
As soon as possible, probably 1947, Altmann recommences camera 
production at the Blasewitzer Straße factory and uses old stocks to produce 
the first (1939) version Altix cameras with square front. There is little 
nominal difference between this and the pre-war model but post-war 
material shortages are evident. The exposed metal is nickel plated 
because of the cost and difficulty of arranging chrome plating in post-war 
East Germany; the screws on the front plate are larger, flat headed and 
steel rather than the tiny chromed ones on the earlier model and the plated 
brass shutter speed indicator has given way to a white enamelled steel 
version. In this example (Fig. 10), steel shutter blades have been replaced 
with ebonite.  The good design and innovation remain, but there is a marked reduction in quality.  

 
There are also changes to the double 
exposure prevention and film rewind 
systems. The small spring loaded button 
has gone from the top deck and its 
function to ensure wind-on before the 
next exposure is taken over by the 
locking catch of the pre-war version. 
There is now a one-way gear in the 
spring-loaded wind-on knob and to 
rewind the film, it is necessary to 
disengage that 
gear by lifting 
the knob to 
allow a small 
wedge to pop 

up and keep the associated gearing in the disengaged position. After 
rewinding, pressure on a small rear catch pushes the wedge back allowing 
the wind-on knob and gear wheel to return to the normal position.  
 
At this time, Altmann also produces some versions of the second (1940) 
model Altix10 but according to the then Chief Engineer Rudolf Türcke11, 
this model is produced in very limited numbers. The promise of the future 

 
7 Nuttall, Bob p.11 
8 I can find no reference to Karl Heinrich Altmann at this time and beyond. 
9 Ihagee Kamerawerke AG had leased 41–43 in the same street to continue production of the Exakta camera following 
destruction of their Schandaur Straße premises. 
10 www.dresdner-kameras.de shows three post war versions of this second model.   
11 www.dresdner-kameras.de  

Fig. 10: Post-war version of the first (1939) Altix with Laack 
Pololyt lens No. 481838. 

Fig. 9: Altmann in 1948. 

Fig. 11: Rudolf Türcke. 
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formerly represented by these sophisticated cameras relied on sourcing lens and shutter assemblies 
from prestigious manufacturers such as Deckel and Steinheil now located in West Germany. With 
severely reduced resources and opportunities, Altmann must now turn to suppliers more readily 
available to East German manufacturers.  
 
The Altix III arrives     

In 194812, Altmann produces 
the Altix III, (Fig. 12) the first 
Altix to be given a model 
number by Altissa. The Altix I 
and II are mentioned for the 
first time not by Altissa but in a 
review of the Altix III in Die 
Fotografie January/March 
1949. The review includes the 
words: 'as in the previous 
models I and II the focal length 
is 35mm and the image size 
24x24mm’. 
 An article in a later issue of the 
same magazine (April/June 
page 27) outlines the new 
features introduced with this 
camera. These include a cast 
centre body, interchangeable 

lenses and push-button shutter release threaded for a cable release. The Altix III retains the 24x24 
mm format but now has a 22.5mm screw mount for the lens. Early models use a two-blade 4-speed 
Spez. Automat shutter behind the lens. Double exposures are prevented because the shutter is set by 

the wind on mechanism. 
The standard lenses available are the Laack Tegonar 3.5cm 
f/3.5, and rarely, ROW13 Tegonar 3.5cm f/2.8 and Ludwig 
Meritar 35mm f/2.9. Fig. 12 shows an early version without 
flash synchronisation and uncoated Laack Tegonar 3.5 cm 
f/3.5 lens No. 500567. As with earlier models, the removable 
base of the Altix III has both European 3/8 inch and US/UK 
¼ inch tripod mount sockets. A remarkably detailed depth of 
field table with precision down to 1 cm. (Fig.13) which first 
appeared in later versions of the 1939 Altix is attached to the 
hinged door. The leather 
carrying case usually has a 
flap to allow access to the 

table without removing the camera.  The exposure counter is now a 
more discreet affair shown in a small semicircular cutout on the top 
plate and reset by turning a collar around the shutter release. Over 
time, the camera specifications are updated to include coated 
lenses, a new shutter with flash synchronisation and different 
methods of double exposure prevention. Rewinding for this and 
future models up to and including the Altix V, follows the setup in 
the immediate post-war version of the 1938 Altix except that once the advance knob is lifted to 
disengage the one-way gear (Fig. 14), it’s maintained in this position not by a wedge but by rotating 
it through a small anticlockwise turn.   

 
12 An advertisement in the November 1948 Bild und Ton p.346 for the Kolibri camera and reflex housing shows an 
Altix III body with the shutter assembly of the first Altix.   
13 ROW = Rathenower Optische Werke, producers of  'System Laack' lenses following the move of Julius Laack & 
Söhne to West Germany. 

Fig. 12: Altix III early version with 4-speed shutter. 

Fig. 14: wind-on gear disengaged 
for rewind. 

Fig. 13 Depth of field scale. 
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Within ALDO-Feingerätebau GmbH Berthold and Fritz von Dosky continue to 
modify a small number of Altix III cameras for their Aldo Kolibri for 
photomicroscopy comprising an Altix III with reflex finder and advertise 
again in Bild und Ton (p349) in November 1949 (Fig. 15).    
 
This period is probably the high point for Berthold while under Soviet rule.  
He has a new and sophisticated camera on the market with another on the 
way. Under the ALDO company name, he is selling microscopes and his 
reflex camera package with no apparent trademark problems with the name 
Kolibri (Hummingbird). (The Zeiss Ikon Kolibri camera for 127 film and 
discontinued in 1925 could also be converted for microscope use). 

The Altix IIIA (Fig. 16) is first shown at the Leipzig 
spring fair of 195014. This model changes the form and 
location of the logo, adopts the 24x36 format and has a 
29.5 mm thread for the removable lens. The standard 
lens is the Meritar 50mm f/2.9 along with a rarely found 
ROW Tegonar 45mm f/2.8 and Meyer Primotar 50mm 
f/2.7. A 1951 pamphlet (Fig. 17) describes the camera 
as a precision miniature but gives no shutter options 
other than the Spez. Automat with 3 speeds plus B. 
According to contemporary sources15, the IIIA was 
available for export with Compur Rapid shutter16 and 
f/2.7 Primotar lens. The camera retains a depth of field 
table (now for the 50mm lens) on the hinged back door.  
No accessory lenses are produced. 
The State moves in 
In October 1949, the USSR establishes the socialist state 
of the German Democratic Republic or GDR (DDR in German) as a satellite state.  In 1950, Altissa-
Camera-Werk Berthold Altmann now with 160 employees is still in private hands but during that 
year, almost 200 000 citizens of the GDR cross the border to West Germany and there is increasing 
talk about closing the East-West border. Berthold Altmann now has to make a decision: stay with 

the company he has grown with and led to success over 
16 years or throw it all in and leave.  The decision is 
perhaps made easier by a growing policy of State 
amalgamation and ownership. In December 1950, 
accompanied by a woman friend, Berthold flees to 
West Germany taking with him several hundred 
cameras. Berthold is unaware that another girlfriend 
has given birth to his child and only later learns that he 
has left behind a daughter in East Germany.   The 
Mother of his child is imprisoned and his daughter sent 
to an orphanage. 
 Altmann’s concepts and innovation set design 
parameters for the next eight years of production. The 

Altix III and IIIA continue to be marketed side by side and in 1951, a new Compur-style Cludor 
shutter by Belca with speeds 1- 1/200 sec becomes available for the Altix III, but according to 
brochures that same year (Fig. 17) apparently not for the Altix IIIA. The scarcity of examples of the 
Altix IIIA in today’s markets suggests that this was less popular than the smaller and more 

 
14 Die Fotografie April 1950,  p.117 
15 Die Fotografie April 1951, p. 122 
16 See www.dresdener-kameras.de  for a rare example of an Altix IIIA with Compur Rapid shutter 

Fig. 17: 1951 brochures for the Altix III and IIIA

Fig. 16: Altix IIIA. 

 
Fig. 15: Kolibri Ad. 
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economical Altix III.  
 
Further standard lenses available for the Altix III include a Novonar Anastigmat 35mm f/3.5 and a 
Carl Zeiss Jena Tessar 37.5mm f/3.5. A 50mm f/2.9 Meritar is also available and described in the 
Altix III brochure as a ‘Tele-Objektiv’. This 
uncoated lens is solidly made in a 
brass/chrome mount and imparts a handsome 
and serious appearance to the camera. But 
perhaps this first foray into the system camera 
world needs more thought. There is no 
accessory shoe to accommodate a finder for 
this lens, no indication that an appropriate 
finder mask was ever available and no depth 
of field marks on the lens mount.  When 
attached to the camera, the red dot to indicate 
focussing distance is well off centre and the 
lens flange almost totally obscures the 
numbers on the Cludor shutter speed dial. 
Fig. 16 shows the later flash synchronised 
version of the Altix III with the E. Ludwig 
Meritar 50mm f2.9 Tele-Objektiv 
No. 690949.    
 
Some late versions of the Altix III have a fixed lens (usually Novonar or Tessar) with the occasional 
appearance of a factory fitted accessory shoe. These versions may have been developed to test the 
market for a simpler and cheaper camera in advance of production of the Altix IV. 
 
In December 1951, Altmann is prosecuted in absentia for crimes under the Criminal Economic 
Regulation of September 23, 1948 and is sentenced to four years imprisonment and recovery of the 
stolen items. Immediately after this judgement, on the first of January 1952, the East German state 
takes over the enterprise which is renamed VEB OPTIK Altissa-Camera-Werk as a subsidiary of 
VVB OPTIK Jena17.   
 
Quality marks appear 
Under the new management arrangements, trademarks, quality marks and 
code numbers start to appear. On the camera body, these comprise a quality 
mark and a coding system embossed in the back leather covering (Fig. 19). 
The quality marks Q1, S, 1, 2 & 3 were established in 1950 to be awarded by 
the Office of Standardization, Metrology and Product testing18. The Q and 1 
intertwined invariably found on Tessar lenses, denotes top quality while the 
letter “S” inside a triangle stands for 'Sonderklasse' (very high quality). The 
number 1 inside a triangle indicates simply high quality while 2 or 3 inside a 
triangle denote progressively lower quality. The quality marks appear above a 
stamped code number, in this case 37/361/400219. Various code numbers and 
the quality marks “S” or “1” inside a triangle are repeated in future 
production. The code number combinations may refer to manufacturing site 
and/or batches (local or export perhaps). No Altix camera body seems to have been awarded the Q1 
mark for top quality, but this may not be significant since the ‘S’ mark was absorbed into the ‘Q1’ 
in 1960. 
 

 
17 Berthold’s other company ALDO-Feingerätebau GmbH had been absorbed into the VEB Rathenower Optische Werke 
(ROW) during 1951. 
18 This agency, Amt für Standardisieren, Messwesen und Warenprüfung had authority to assess and mark quality levels 
over a wide range of products manufactured in the GDR. 
19 The same code number is on the Altix III models in Michael Spehr’s website and on several Altix IV and V versions. 

 
Fig. 18: Late Altix III with 50mm tele lens. 

Fig. 19: quality mark 
& code numbers. 
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Altix IV – another ‘Peoples’ camera’ 
The Altix IV is released in 1952 and its competitive price, 24x36mm format and overall 
specifications ensure that production continues until at least 1959.20 
This is the first new camera since the departure of Berthold Altmann but was almost certainly on 
the drawing board before he left. This model marks the end of the 24x24mm format for Altix 
cameras, introduces a standard accessory shoe on the top plate and early in production, the start of 
body numbering.  
The more modern depth of field 
indication around the lens itself, 
replaces the depth of field tables 
attached to the hinged door at the 
back of previous cameras.  This door 
is now covered with the usual 
leatherette and stamped with the 
Altissa logo.   The dual tripod sockets 
in previous Altix cameras give way 
in this and future models to a single 
European-size socket.  The camera is 
still loaded via a removable base, 
which is now secured with a bayonet 
locking ring arrangement replacing 
the previous sliding latch. 
 
The Altix IV (Fig. 20) is almost 
identical in appearance to the Altix 
IIIA but has a fixed lens with a choice of the 50mm f/2.9 Trioplan or a 50mm CZJ Tessar with 
either f/2.8 or f/3.5 aperture.  Early models carry the same rectangular print logo as the Altix IIIA 
while later models use script lettering. For the first time, the Vebur or Cludor leaf shutter moves 
from behind the lens to between-the-lens. Both shutters have a full range of speeds up to 1/200 
(Cludor) or 1/250 (Vebur). There is a double exposure lock so although the shutter must be cocked 
separately, it won’t fire until film has been wound on to the next exposure. This camera with about 

12 minor variations21 seems to have been the 
principal product and major earner for Altissa in 
the 1950s. Two variations labelled as “Classic 35” 
for the US market show focussing distances in feet 
rather than metres.   
 
By 1953, the enterprise has grown to around 300 
employees and is renamed VEB Altissa-Camera-
Werk (VEB = Volkseigener Betrieb or People-
owned enterprise).  
 
The Altix V introduces a new system for 
interchangeable lenses 
The company under new leadership continues to 
grow but retains a close connection to the designs 
pioneered by Berthold Altmann. The Altix V 
introduced at the Leipzig Autumn fair of 1954 
(Fig. 21) sees a return to the concept of 

interchangeable lenses and behind-the-lens shutters but in a more rigorous manner than with the 
Altix III & IIIA. The Altix V uses the body shell of the Altix IV with the addition of a scaled-down 
version of the 3-lug bayonet & locking ring lens mount as used on the 1952 Praktina (Fig. 22). 

 
20 http://photo.net/classic-cameras-forum/00EHzk  shows an Altix IV with the 1959 Pentacon logo. 
21 For a comprehensive overview of model variations, see www.altissa-museum.de  

Fig. 20: Altix IV later version with script logo. 

Fig. 21: Altix V with 90mm Telefogar & finder. 
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Variations of this lens mount subsequently appeared on the 1958 Werra the 1961 Pentina and 
others. The available lenses are a 50mm Trioplan, Meritar  or Tessar, a Meyer Primagon 35mm 
f/4.5 and a Meyer Telefogar 90mm f/3.5. (Fig. 23) A Meyer Lydith 30mm f/3.5 and a Meyer 
Trioplan 100mm f/2.8 were also advertised but are rare. To complement the new lenses, Altissa 
produces an accessory finder with adjustment for parallax and clip-on masks for different focal 
lengths.   
 

Almost all Altix V cameras use Tempor 
shutters22 with speeds up to 1/250 sec and 
have a small button in chrome with a red dot, 
red plastic or grey plastic just below the top 
plate. Depressing this while cocking the shutter allows the cocking lever to go past its normal stop 
point and activate the self-timer mechanism. Some versions (Fig. 24) with the Prontor SVS shutter 
speeded to 1/300 dispense with this button and include a tiny window above the shutter to display 
the usual M & X settings for flash synchronisation and V for delayed action.  These are changed by 
means of a small lever below the lens mount. To accommodate this window, the Altix logo is 
moved to one side. This version is generally designated as an export model but was also available in 
East Germany.  
 
The Altix V has the same double exposure 
prevention setup as the Altix IV. The Tessar 
& Trioplan lens commonly closing down to 
f/22 rather than the more usual f/16 may 
have been a response to the problem of 
photography in bright daylight given the 
relatively slow top speed of the Tempor 
shutter and the increasing availability of 
higher speed film. 
 
Version V also sees in 1957, the introduction 
of coloured coverings for the bodies in either 
leather or leatherette. The available colours 
are green, blue, brown and red in leather and 
light brown, olive green and burgundy in 
leatherette.   Coloured accessory finders are 
developed to match the coloured cameras.23  
 
Using the Altix V 

 
22 Tempor shutters generally bear the quality mark 1 although the S mark appears on some late examples 
23 www.dresdner-kameras.de  

 
Fig. 24: Export Altix V with Prontor with small window next 

to the nameplate for M X and V symbols. 

Fig. 22 Altix lens mount. 

Fig.23: Accessory lenses & finder for Altix V  
& the later Altix N series. 
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The Altix V is compact, full of character and a great picture taker. But it has its quirks. The first 
thing to notice is the absence of strap lugs (on this and every other Altix camera). To carry and use 
it comfortably, the case is essential. The next issue is that the front of the ever ready case is riveted 
to the part holding the camera. It can’t be removed and hangs below the camera for picture taking. 
The viewfinder is small and the chunky shape of the camera emphasised by the attached case, is not 
as easy to grip as more modern styles. The shutter button towards the back is a bit of a stretch and 

the absence of a rangefinder requires close attention to distance 
scales and the associated depth of field figures. The shutter must be 
cocked manually before or after winding on. All this of course adds 
to the magic of the product and when viewed through the eyes of a 
1950’s amateur, it’s a workmanlike picture taker. The accessory 
viewfinder with parallax adjustment is easier to use than the inbuilt 
finder but occupies the single accessory shoe which might otherwise 
accommodate a rangefinder. The accessory lenses (Fig.23), provide a 
good balance to the outfit. The Tempor shutter may be less reliable 
than contemporary Compur or Prontor examples but most work 
reasonably well. The Trioplan lens behaves as well as any good 
quality 3-element lens and the Tessar lives up to its general 
reputation for sharpness, contrast and colour balance. The Meyer 
35mm and 90mm lenses produce excellent results. 
 

The Altix V in an historical context 
In the decade 1950–1960, many German camera manufacturers addressed the popularity of the 
expensive Leica and Contax by developing rangefinder cameras with interchangeable lenses and 
leaf shutters.  Up to the 1954 release of the Altix V, eight West German manufacturers had 
developed such products.24 By 1959, a total of nineteen German manufacturers had this style of 
camera in their catalogues.  VEB Altissa-Camera-Werk was clearly well acquainted with the latest 
trends even if the designers missed a couple of critical aspects such as fast lenses, high speed 
shutters and built-in rangefinders. Perhaps these shortcomings do not matter so much in a captive 
market since up to the development of the Werra 3 of 1958, the Altix V along with the USSR Fed & 
Zorki products, represented the only interchangeable lens precision miniature cameras readily 
available in Eastern Europe. 
 
What’s happened to Berthold? 
Berthold Altmann would have used the proceeds from his stock of cameras brought from the East as 

initial finance to survive in West Germany.  No longer the 
Director of a large manufacturing facility, he stayed with the trade 
he knew and presumably with contacts he had established in 
happier times. Thomas Hafner advises that Altmann worked as a 
design consultant at the companies Ascania in Berlin, Isco 
Optische Werke Göttingen, Wirgin in Wiesbaden, Montanus in 
Solingen and Steinheil in Munich. He took out a number of 
patents in his name related to photographic and automotive 
products. Berthold would have been acutely aware that the 
nationalised Altissa works had made very few modifications to 
the designs he set in place before he left.  
 
 
 
 
A new design – the Altix n and nb 
The Altix V continues in production at least up to 1959 but 

 
24 Apparate- & Kamerabau; Finetta-Werk; Futura Kamerawerk; Voigtländer & Sohn AG; Diax Kamera-Werk; Carl 
Braun Camerawerk; Richard Neidig Kamerawerk, Leidolf Kamera-Werk. 

 
Fig. 26: Berthold Altmann in 1957; 

possibly at Montanus. 

 
Fig. 25: Illustration from an 

Altix V brochure. 
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Berthold’s design is becoming dated. Since 1955, VEB Altissa-Camera-Werk has been working on a 
new more streamlined and modern camera, the Altix-n (Fig. 28) and the Altix-nb25 with a light 
meter (Fig. 27 and 29).   
 

These models are released in 1958 and the only 
common factor with the Altix V is the mounting 
system for the interchangeable lenses.  The new 
camera uses a lever simultaneously to cock the 
shutter and wind the film.  Film rewind is on 
conventional lines with a chromed push button in 
the base to disengage the sprocket gears.   

 
Other catch-up innovations include a removable 
back, a hinged pressure plate setup similar to the 
Braun Paxette and a much better eyepiece which in 
both final models has suspended frames for the 
normal and tele lenses.  Three versions of the 
Altix-n vary only in the logo, winding lever detail 
and upgrading of the eyepiece. The Altix–nb has the 
same incremental changes but in addition, the final 
model integrates the exposure meter into the front 
panel alongside the eyepiece. In each version, the 
shutter can be cocked and released independently of 
the lever wind to allow intentional double 
exposures.   
 
 

Neither camera has a rangefinder 
although there is room for the 
mechanism and a prototype Altix n 
EM with rangefinder had been made 
(Fig. 30). Perhaps the growing 
popularity of colour film convinced 
the designers that correct exposure is 
more important than accurate focus? 
 
The new cameras are advertised 
widely inside and outside the Soviet Union, but by now many manufacturers 

 
25 b = belichtungsmesser (light meter) 

Fig. 28: Altix n, last (third) version with 35mm 
Primagon & finder. The window in the top deck 

illuminates the floating frame lines. 

Fig. 30: Rangefinder mechanism 
 in prototype Altix n EM. 

 
Fig. 27: First version of the Altix nb. 

Fig. 31: Altix n Ad. 

Fig. 29: Third (last) version of the Altix nb.
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mainly in West Germany, are marketing cameras with similar and usually better, specifications.  
The Altix still has no strap lugs and is disadvantaged by the absence of a built-in rangefinder, by a 
shutter with a relatively low top speed, by a small range of accessory lenses and by an absence of 
accessories for close-up photography or for reflex viewing.  Competitive cameras from known and 
trusted brands like the Voigtlander Prominent, the Voss Diax, the Kodak Retina IIIS and the Braun 
Paxette series are all better equipped and accessorised.  But also at this time, the entire market for 
this style of camera is being threatened by the rise of the Japanese single lens reflex camera.  
Companies like Nikon and Canon have already made inroads into the professional market and 
Asahi, Miranda and Minolta are targeting the sophisticated amateur market.  It is a difficult time to 
launch a new rangefinder-style camera for the advanced amateur in a crowded marketplace. 
 
Camera technology is moving fast and this competition from outside the GDR cannot be ignored.  
So in 1957, even before the release of the Altix-n series, VEB Altissa-Camera-Werk establishes a 
team comprising the designers K. Heinze, and K. Langenau with Klaus Hintze, the Head of 
Research and Development, to develop a ‘Super-Altix’26.  No prototypes have been discovered and 
it is likely that further State amalgamation ‘rationalised’ this program.   
 
The final act 
In 1959, along with several East German 
manufacturers of photographic products, VEB 
Altissa-Camera-Werk is absorbed into VEB 
Kamera- und Kinowerk Dresden, a state owned 
conglomerate of East German camera makers that 
was later to become VEB Pentacon. Almost 
immediately, the Altissa range of simple cameras 
disappears and the Ernemann Tower trademark 
replaces the Altissa logo on Altix cameras.  
 
The major partner in VEB Kamera- und Kinowerk 
is VEB Kinowerke Dresden (formerly VEB Zeiss 
Ikon), closely aligned with VEB Carl Zeiss Jena, 
manufacturers in Eisfeld, of the range of stylish and innovative Werra cameras, lenses and 
accessories. The Werra targeted the same amateur photographer market segment as the Altix and it 
is almost inevitable that production of the Altix cameras cease in 1960 in favour of developing and 
marketing the Werra. The Werra series of cameras continues for several more years ending with the 

Werramatic of 1965 (Fig. 32). There may be an element of poetic 
justice here since it is possible that production of the Czechoslovak 
Meopta Optina, (similar to the Voigtlander Prominent) was curtailed 
because the Altix V, a potential market competitor, was being 
produced in another part of the Soviet empire27. The Super Altix 
design team is disbanded and Klaus Hintze is transferred to work on 
development of the 1960 Prakti camera. 
 
The Altix-n & -nb cameras, the first and only departures from the 
Altmann design concepts embodied in the Altix IIIA of 1950, last only 
two years in production.  Ironically, the second edition of Dr W G 
Heyde’s comprehensive book Altix-Kamerad fur alle Tage 
(camera/comrade for every day) (Fig. 33) was published in the same 
year that Altix production ended.  
 
Copies and derivatives 

 
26 www.altissa.de 
27 Trunec  p. 35 

Fig. 33: Dr Heyde’s book on 
the Altix camera. 

Fig, 32:  The East German Werra continued in 
development for five years after the Altix was 

scrapped. 
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The 1949 Münch Lucida shows similarities to the contemporary Altix. This is not surprising since 
Münch was a personal friend of Berthold Altmann28 and may well have been given access to 
production ideas and drawings. 

 
In 1960, following the closure of the 
Altissa works, some parts and production 
facilities were sent to Yugoslavia and 
new Altix IV cameras designated the 
‘Sarajevo Altix’ were produced there by 
Zrak Sarajevo. (Fig. 34) 
 
The 1960 Orizont from IOR 
(Intreprinderea Optica Romana) in 
Bucharest shows strong similarities to the 
Altix IV and may also have had access to 
some of the Altix production facilities. 
 

Footnote 
Berthold Altmann died at Frankfurt am Main in March 1975 aged 68 and is buried in Neuss.  
During his time in the West, he had contributed to the upkeep of his daughter in a Dresden 
orphanage but had been unable to visit her in the East before his death.  In 1992 his daughter, Gloria 
Meyer, arranged for his conviction to be quashed by the United German government. 
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A Collectable Digital Camera –      Rod Reynolds 

‘What makes a camera collectable’, or maybe ‘what makes a camera more collectable’ as every 
type of camera will be collectable to someone. It would seem that extreme items get more attention 
than middle of the road items, with qualifiers like ‘very simple’, ‘expensive’, ‘odd’, and even 
‘stupidly complex’ heading the lists. There are logical coincidences – where a high quality item is 
also an expensive one, and that can cause rarity. How many times have we observed “if only I had 
kept….” or “if only I had purchased (and kept)….” 

There is no doubt that modern digital cameras have developed way past anything that was produced 
for film. As each year goes by, more computerisation, better sensors, and even better lenses allow 
the most inexperienced photographer to capture excellent photos. Most of those cameras fall into 
the “point and shoot” class, and modern manufacturing and marketing ensures that most of them are 
within the financial reach of nearly everyone. Half a century ago there were a lot of cameras out 
there, but nothing like the number and variations in modern digital cameras, and they are never 
likely to be rare. Or will they? 

A few digital cameras are already on the ‘rare’ and ‘collectable’ list. Cameras like the Kodak 
DCS460, DC120 and DC5000ZOOM are now hard to find as either few were made, they were 
expensive or in the case of the DC5000 there was a serious design fault that resulted in most of 
them being recalled because they could give the user a bad electric shock! Yet we saw them in the 
catalogues a dozen or so years ago, just as we saw advertisements for early Leicas and Contaxes a 
lot more years ago. 

At Photokina 2010, one camera stole the show according to several reviewers, the Fujifilm X100 – 
an APF-C camera with a fixed 23mm f2 lens, and a moderate 12.3 megapixels. The makers even 
released a limited “black” edition. This was against the emergence of the Mirrorless DSLRs at the 
same show, so what was special about it? 

It was quality, a 
mechanical shutter dial and 
aperture ring, a mechanical 
dial to adjust the automatic 
exposure up to 2 f-stops 
each way, and an eye level 
VF that you have to see to 
appreciate – able to switch 
between electronic and 
optical images. It has the 
feel and look of a Leica 
M3, and like an M3, takes 
an exceptionally good 
photo. Even though the 
X100 has now been 
replaced in the market by 
the X100S, the BIOS of the 
X100 has just had an 
upgrade that adds many of 
the X100S features, and the most recent reviews are split on advantages of the newer model. They 
are very comfortable to use and many of these are in the gadget bags of the professional 
photographers. At around $1,000 or less on eBay they are very collectable – and usable, with menu 
selectable features like monochrome, sepia, specialised film – things that have been on your wish 
list for ages.  
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DALKA   Part 3                                                                                  John Fleming. 

 
Clive Ditchburn stared in disbelief at the brief typed letter from the bank stating all Dalka Industries 
funds were gone and staff could not be paid the following week. A number of phone calls managed 
to raise a glimmer of hope, and then original shareholder and close friend Bert Solano said he was 
prepared to invest in a further one thousand shares, on certain conditions. For the moment, the crisis 
was averted! 
 
At the 20th of September 1949 shareholders’ 
meeting in accountant Edwin Candy’s city office, 
bad news was conveyed that a traveling salesman 
engaged to market Dalka cameras anywhere he 
could was now unable to do so because of severe 
petrol rationing. Australia was still in a tough post 
war economic recession. Meanwhile, the tubular 
telescopic radio aerials had been completed and 
Clive Ditchburn had sold them to Motor Spares 
Pty Ltd and Curtis Auto Accessories. Designed 
for bumper bar mounting (very fashionable in 
1949) they were rather tall and were advertised as 
also suitable for fishing rods! Pic 28 Several 
boxes of late wartime “Spintite” wrenches had 
also found buyers. 
 
Whilst camera production had now ceased pending the possibility of the “new improved model 
camera”, Reg Trist suggested marketing a low priced “episcope” projector for prints. He may have 
obtained this idea from discussion with William Garrett who had handmade a similar device during 
wartime for pilot training purposes. In any case, Clive Ditchburn quickly set to and drafted plans 
for, and made, a prototype “Dalka” episcope. A Provisional Patent was applied for and production 
cost estimates done. At the same time (September/October 1949) it was decided to try and sell the 
remaining stock of Dalka Candid cameras at considerably reduced prices. The sole prototype 
“improved” camera with the 72.25 mm lens and the roll of negatives and the prints shot on it were 
displayed to the other directors mid October 1949, and the  Dalka episcope projector was 
demonstrated on 22nd November 1949  and it was agreed 50 be fabricated. At this meeting however, 
a decision was made to abandon ALL Dalka camera production, including any ideas of the 
“improved” model. By the start of December 1949 there were still 1,350 unsold “old model” Dalkas 
in the factory. This was a bitter disappointment for Clive Ditchburn. 
 
After a briefer than usual Christmas/New Year Holiday, January 1950 saw Clive Ditchburn, Harry 
Clerke and Bert Solano labouring alone in the summer heat at the factory making some tubular steel 
kitchen tables and chairs. These settings had “Laminex” (a new very durable plastic board) tops but 
unlike other makes appearing, the tube steel legs were not chrome plated but sprayed at the Dalka 
factory hammertone green. Clive used this on a lot of items, and purchased it in 4 gallon drums. 
Alan Clerke recalls that his father Harry once brought home a type of rocking-horse toy made at the 
factory for Alan to “test”…being told “No matter how hard you rock, it will not tip over”! Alan 
very clearly remembers the tubing was sprayed….hammertone green! Sadly, the genuine Dalka 
made kitchen setting the Clerke family had for years was discarded after Harry passed away and the 
house was cleared out, very much to Alan’s disgust, as he would have happily inherited it. The 
Ditchburn family had a similar kitchen setting, their table having a daring (for 1950) pink 
“Laminex” top! 
 
Nine of the proposed fifty episcopes had been assembled by mid February 1950 and 41 were 
complete save for enamelling (maybe in hammertone green?) and some machining. Herbert Small 
Camera Store had taken 3 (!) and there was an expression of interest a few weeks later from Simon 
W. Greig, the proprietor of Federal Photographics in the bayside Melbourne suburb of Beaumaris. 

Pic 28. “Motor Spares” advertisement for the aerials. 
From: “Radio & Hobbies” magazine 1952. 
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Pic 29 By March 1950 there were still 1,000 unsold Dalka 
cameras at the factory and with the little money left it was agreed 
to engage professional photographer Mr. Kerr (Kerr Brothers 
Commercial Photography 230 King St, Melbourne) to photograph 
a kitchen setting for advertising. 
Toward April 1950, 15 Shillings would buy a remaining Dalka 
camera, a bit later about 10 Shillings.  
 
Simon Greig finally purchased a few Dalka episcopes and several 
unassembled ones needing minor machining. Pic 30 He also 
secured the remaining stock of unmounted TECO meniscus lens 
elements. These he later offered as being suitable for the small 35 
mm/120 enlarger kits being imported from England and selling 
through Federal Photographics. The mind boggles at how they 
would have performed as enlarger lenses…and what did one do 
for an adjustable aperture?   
 

High drama erupted at the Dalka Directors’ meeting on the 
19th of April 1950 when the normally placid chairman Will 
Gwillam protested at the continual blow-out of production 
costs on both the kitchen settings and the episcopes, and 
vacated his official position as Chairman of Directors! After 
some discussion between the few other shareholders present, 
it was agreed Bert Solano could better control expenditure 
as he was now present at the factory most days, and thus 
should act as chairman. He was duly elected and remained 
chairman of Dalka until the end. Further disruption at this 
meeting came when it was announced supply of steel tubing 
for the kitchen settings was now heavily rationed, and this 
would limit factory output to 8 units per week at most. 
Several directors suggested the actual financial position of 

the company be ascertained to determine if the 
business be carried on or wound up. The final major 
“bombshell” came when in late May 1950 a letter 
arrived from Clive Ditchburn announcing his 
resignation! Stress and his increasingly sore left leg 
also contributed. Petty cash shows quite a few 
packets of A.P.C tablets purchased during 1948 and 
49!   Pic 31 So it was that on May 29th a meeting at 
E.C. Candy’s city office saw remaining shareholders 
and directors consider winding up Dalka Industries 
Pty Ltd. Edwin Candy had thoroughly examined all 
the books and stated he thought outstanding debts 
could be just paid, providing the remaining stock of 
cameras and all the manufacturing plant were sold, 
BUT, little if any remuneration could be returned to 
shareholders. On the 8th of June Clive Ditchburn’s 
resignation was formally accepted and the decision 
made to place Dalka Industries into voluntary 
liquidation, E.C. Candy being appointed official 
liquidator. The loss in the period 1st July 1949 to 
22nd June 1950 had been over 2,700 Pounds…a great deal of money. 
 
Newspaper advertisements were placed for an auction of the entire contents of the Dalka factory, 
tooling, plant, cameras etc, and the clearance be conducted by the leading Melbourne auction firm 
of J. W. Styles. Pic 32 Meanwhile, frantic efforts were made to sell remaining cameras and this did 

Pic 29. Simon W. Greig, 
Prop. of Federal Photographics. 

Photo: courtesy Peter Greig. 

Pic 30. The Dalka Episcope! 
From: “Radio & Hobbies” magazine 1951. 

Pic 31. Clive Ditchburn’s letter of resignation,  
19th May 1950.   Copy photo: Ruth Cunningham. 
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in fact bring forth several 
quantity buyers, one being a 
Mr. R. G. Reintes who 
purchased 792 Dalkas! 
Almost the final curtain, but 
economic times were still 
bad, and the other 3 post war 
Australian camera firms 
(Lexa, ACMA and Foster) 
also failed in 1950. Really, it 
was a good idea at the worst 
possible time. After Dalka, 
everyone involved went 
separate ways, many going 
on to excellent careers or 
high public positions. Clive 
Ditchburn moved to Chas. 

Steele Pty Ltd, multi colour printers and packaging specialists. 
There he soon perfected a machine to laminate silver foil and pre-
printed paper, resulting in the sachets used to package powdered 
soups. Pic 33 Fred Trotter, another ex Dalka employee, also went to 
Steele’s. Clive Ditchburn continued his life long interest in 
photography and in later years took up stereo 35 mm, shooting 

Kodachrome on many overseas trips after retirement from Steele’s. 
 
 

Along with more modern and sophisticated cameras, Clive Ditchburn still had a Dalka Candid for 
many years after, and earlier on, soon after the Dalka firm had closed, on a 1951 motoring trip 
interstate to Adelaide in South Australia, the faithful Dalka snapped the Ditchburn family on 
holiday. The occasion was daughter Patricia’s 21st birthday, plus the trip was an excuse to “run-in” 
the new Holden 48/215 (FX model) sedan. Patricia says very fond memories linger of that drive 
along the beautiful scenic Great Ocean Road and the purring new 6 cylinder Holden with plush, 
genuine leather seats. These 6 original Dalka 6x6 cm contact prints shot by Clive Ditchburn have 
survived in perfect condition.  Pics 34     
 

Pic 33. Foil lined packets perfected by 
Clive Ditchburn at Chas. Steele’s 1952. 

From: “Women’s Weekly” magazine. 

Pic 32. Newspaper advertisement 
July 1950 for Dalka Industries 
Liquidation sale. From: “The Argus”. 

 
Pics 34. The Dalka Great Ocean Road contact prints. 
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Sadly though, the brave effort of Dalka Industries meant Preston would never become Australia’s 
equivalent of Wetzlar or Rochester, however, the loss of employment was another concern. So what 
DID become of those adventurous souls? As mentioned, most did go into successful careers or 
occupations, but in 1951 four of the Dalka shareholders died within months of each other. The 
biggest shock was perhaps the passing of Albert Solano aged only 58. One wonders if the worry and 
large financial loss may have contributed. Fred Hagger (the Dalka carton supplier), the quite elderly 
Charles Waddell and the 51 year old cycle shop owner Thomas Fletcher, were the others. 
According to the 96 year old nephew recently “Uncle Thomas was a very heavy smoker”. 
 
Apart from the shock of losing one of his best friends 
in Bert Solano, with Dalka dissolved, Clive Ditchburn 
could no longer employ Raymond Ryan, and wrote a 
wonderful reference for him on Dalka letterhead. Pic 
35 Rodney Ryan, Ray’s son now living in South 
Australia, often heard his father say “I am an engineer 
and a photographer”. The Ryan family now has many 
reels of 8mm movie (stored on DVD) shot by 
Raymond. Stella Lewis kept her finger thanks to Dr. 
Steel, and married her boyfriend Robert Millar who 
lived a few doors away in Stokes St. Preston. After 
Dalka they both worked at United Carpet Mills nearby. 
They had 3 children and grandchildren. Stella passed 
away in January 2012. The lens grinder, ex pilot Harry 
Brockhouse became an air traffic controller at 
Melbourne’s Essendon Airport. After his brief stay at 
Dalka training as a fitter and turner, Don Trist 
eventually ended up with Kodak (Australasia) and now 
lives in retirement at Epping, near Melbourne. 
 
Printer Robert Wilson started a suburban newspaper in Kew entitled “The Outer Circle Mirror” 
which he edited. The Dalka junior assistant, Don Rookledge, went into the photographic trade, at 
one time shooting bikini clad beach girl colour slides. “We mass produced them using 6 Leicas on a 
bar atop the tripod. Most of the “girls” were mutton dressed as lamb, as the high class mannequins 
of the day wouldn’t do cheesecake photos!” Later, Don joined Bill Shears (AVS) photo equipment 
distributors. Insurance firm manager Howard Dawson was Mayor of Camberwell twice (1953 and 
1960) and the toolmaker Charles White dabbled in politics, standing in 1954 for the seat of Batman 
(Preston area) then moving to Templestowe. There in retirement he followed his lifelong hobby of 

“Ham” radio with the call sign VK3AUP. He also became 
appointed a “J.P” (Justice of the Peace). 
 
Wing Commander William Garrett concentrated on his photo 
chemical business which became part of Ilford (Australia) 
when he also became an early managing director. He was 
also Mayor of Doncaster & Templestowe, and eventually the 
Speaker in the Victorian Parliament! Dalka’s foreman, Harry 
Clerke joined a firm making wooden Venetian blinds… and 
his trusty Austin A40 served for many years into the 1950’s. 
And with a hint to the future, Professor Stanley Martin 
continued his long involvement with the Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology, where he demonstrated the first 
modern television to come to Australia in late 1950. Pic 36 
Finally, the long suffering Dalka Chairman, S.W. (“Will”) 
Gwillam continued as a major master builder until early 

retirement in 1960, after which he spent much time with the South Camberwell Bowling Club. 
 

DALKA…. GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN! 

Pic 35. The reference for Raymond Ryan by 
Clive Ditchburn May 17 1950.  

Courtesy: Rodney Ryan. 

Pic 36. Professor Stanley Martin 
demonstrates first modern television in 

Australia in 1950.  
Photo: courtesy R.M.I.T archives. 
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Meet a (new) Fellow Member, as he relates….  

A PHOTOGRAPHER’S LIFE.  
EARLY YEARS.  Peter Robinson. 

 
Having survived an eventful wartime schooling in bomb-blasted South London, I started my first 
job as a trainee draftsman in the Government Cartographic Department, a position decided for me 
by my father, himself a civil servant. It was 1946 and in those days a 17 year old did as he was told. 
However, eventually the sheer boredom of the job, in an enormous room full of map tables and 
miserable young men my own age, combined with the awful similarity to the school atmosphere we 
had hopefully left behind us, became too much for me and I rebelled. 
 
In a nearby R.A.F. Recruiting office I was beguiled by the romantic idea of following my childhood 
heroes of the Battle of Britain. So with my head in the clouds I signed on for 8 years as a trainee 
photographer in the R.A.F. I was soon brought down to earth during the next few weeks. My father 
was furious when I broke the news at home. I realise now that was his bitter experiences in two 
world wars, which understandably, made him fear for his son. However, the deed was done and 
years later we thankfully became reconciled. 
 
So started a career which was to take me to exotic places, test my stamina and survival skills and 
give me a ‘trade’ which has stood me in good stead and given me pleasure for more than 60 years. 
I will gloss over the misery of basic 'boot camp' training and homesickness, both of which were 
short-lived and tell of the following 8 years, which will perhaps be of interest to readers with 
photographic leanings. 
 
Ten of us raw ‘aircraftsmen’ found ourselves posted to a grand old mansion in the country which 
had been modified to become the official R.A.F. School of Photography, where we were to spend 
the next 16 weeks - back at school again! This time, though, altogether more interesting stuff, 
classroom work learning optics, chemical formulae, lighting - you name it, we wrote it down in our 
indispensable notebooks. For practical sessions we each had a big, heavy, grey metal bellows 
camera and metal tripod, together with holders for whole plate' six and a half by eight inch (16.5 x 
20cms) glass plates. When I first lifted that camera, I understood why all that physical training had 
been inflicted on us! I had no idea that photography would be 
such hard work. My introduction to darkroom work was a 
revelation. Our glass plates, having ‘Orthochromatic’ 
emulsion, could be processed individually under a red safe-
light and when I saw that negative image slowly appear on my 
first glass plate I was enchanted. To this day I continue to be 
enthralled by this phenomenon when darkroom printing. 
 
Four months later, armed with new knowledge and the proud 
title of ‘Tradesman’, 10 young men went off to their respective 
postings, never to see each other again. A few days leave and I 
found myself on my way to Egypt, of all places! What an 
enormous change in my life, from drab office to Egypt in six 
months, all very exciting for a 17 year old. Farewell to mum, 
dad, friends and neighbours and off into the unknown. 
 
The less said about the troopship voyage from Liverpool to 
Port Said the better. Suffice it to tell you that upon boarding 
the vessel we were all issued with hammocks! Primitive 
conditions reminiscent of Nelson’s time. The communal 
eating, sleeping, showering and toilet arrangements were 
traumatic for those of us brought up in loving, protected surroundings. This was where those afore-
mentioned survival skills began to be quickly acquired. 

Photo 1. An early opportunity on
arrival in Egypt to be photographed
with a Spitfire fighter typical of those
into which we fitted camera guns for
simulated air-gunnery practice. 
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Arrival at Port Said was welcome and a troop train south alongside the Suez Canal delivered me, 
with many others, to the R.A.F. Station at Shallufa, in the Canal Zone a few miles north of Suez. 
This was my home for two and a half years, with a couple of short trips back to England, each for a 
week or so on officer selection boards, both of which I failed. (Photo 1) 

The photographic section at Shallufa was a well-equipped brick building, unlike the Nissan huts in 
which we lived, staffed by 3 airmen and a Sergeant. We also had the help, for the menial duties, of a 
charming German P.O.W. who was one of the many living in tents in a corner of the airfield and 
awaiting repatriation back to Germany. Some were still there three years after the war and one of 
our less pleasant tasks as photographers was to record the suicides amongst these P O.W’s who had 
finally given up hope of ever seeing their homeland again. We used to draw straws for this dreadful 
job. (Photo 2) 
 
We had lots of variety in our work, showing 
training films, taking identity photos, installing 
camera-guns into fighters' wings, covering 
important visits from senior officers and plenty of 
processing to do. I remember the careless habits 
we had in those days and can recall a colleague 
holding up a dripping print so that he could catch 
the drips in his mouth. If he couldn't detect any 
taste of fixer, the print was washed enough! And 
always the challenge of blowing sand, burning hot 
days and freezing nights and the frustration of 
having sometimes to take orders from young 
officers no older or wiser than ourselves who had 
commissions only by virtue of their posh schools 
or influential families. 
 
All our groundwork was done with a magnificent Speed Graphic 4x5 inch camera with 
interchangeable lens panels and a synchro flash gun. A quite beautiful piece of equipment and we 
used to compete for the privilege of using it (except for the suicide jobs). And of course we found 
time to cut a supply of 120 films for our own use. We had a homemade gadget in the darkroom 
consisting of a baseboard with spool handles mounted at each end and razor blades embedded 
strategically. By this method we could slice aerial film off-cuts into strips to be rolled into spare 120 
film backing papers. We did a nice little line in film this way, selling it to anyone on the base with a 
camera. And, of course, a process’n’print service to go with it all! Pocket money to add to our 
generous official pay of 50 cents per day. 
 
I acquired my first personal camera in Egypt, a Super Ikonta, which took 8 images on a 120 roll, 
each 6 x 9cms. I can't recall any other details about this camera, but it served me well for many 

years. Film and printing paper all free of course. Apart from 
our little film business, we also did a good trade in 
Christmas cards during the festive season. We learnt a bit of 
business acumen in Egypt, which stood me in good stead in 
later civilian life. (Photo 3) 
 
Early 1950 saw my tour of duty in the Canal Zone come to an 
end and I found myself posted to Kenley aerodrome, just 5 
miles form my home! What a piece of luck. I eventually 
founds ways of driving a squadron 30 cwt truck home on 
some nights and weekends, to sleep in my own bed and enjoy 
some home cooking, unlike my colleagues suffering the food 
served up in the airmen’s mess. 
 

Photo 2. The personnel of the photo section on
Shallufa air base. I’m the one with the cap and in the
centre, our indispensable German P.O.W. assistant, a
quiet, placid gentleman. 

Photo 3. This camera is similar to the
Super Ikonta, which worked hard for me
for several years. Remember those
beautiful metal-trimmed leather cases? 
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At Kenley I was attached to an Air Observation Post 
Squadron and found myself working in and driving a big 
mobile photographic truck. No heat problem this time in 
England, the worry was how to keep warm inside this 
metal monster in winter. The squadron was made up of all 
the personnel needed to maintain and keep airworthy a 
number of small two-seater high wing monoplanes, which 
were flown by army officers. Their job was to spot for and 
direct artillery fire. These aircraft were very easy to fly 
and could land and take off in very small areas. We 
ground crew would scour the English countryside for 
suitable landing grounds, prepare the area for planes to 
land and take off while the crews practised their 'spotting' 
skills. (Photo 4)  

The planes had removable doors on the passenger side and we poor photographers were expected 
to lean out of the cabin with one foot on the wing strut and take pictures of the terrain below with a 
- yes, you've guessed it - a Speed Graphic. The aircraft flew very low and this, coupled with the 
very dubious skills of the army pilots, made for a somewhat dangerous existence. In fact, one of 
my colleagues, finding that we were exercising near his home town asked it he could take my place 
on a flight I was scheduled for. I agreed, and his trip ended in disaster when the plane crashed on 
landing with the pilot and photographer being hospitalised for weeks. A stroke of luck for me, that 
day. 

 
While I enjoyed my time with the A.O.P. Squadron, it was not to last, and less than a year after 
returning from Egypt I was again posted overseas, this time to Singapore. Early 1951, a slightly 
more comfortable troopship, another crossing of the Bay of Biscay and past Gibralter, through the 
Mediterranean and the Suez Canal, a stop at Aden for a day’s shore leave, then onto Singapore 
and the flying boat base at Seletar on the Johore Strait. I now had the exalted rank of corporal 
with its attendant increase in pay to no less than 80 cents per day. Here in Seletar I was in charge 
of two lowly airmen and another mobile photo section, identical to the one I had become familiar 
with in England, but this time in permanent situation, chocked up alongside an enormous hangar. 
Mains power and water, quite a luxury. (Photo 5)  

 
Sunderland flying boats were great lumbering craft 
which sat on the water and could only be reached 
by scows, craft a bit like oyster punts, built for 
their carrying capacity, not their comfort. In those 
days, the cameras these planes carried were usually 
of 48 inch (120cm) focal length and that meant that 
with their film magazines fitted, they stood about 5 
feet (1.2 metres) high. So heavy that they had to be 
moved by trolley and winched into position in the 
aircraft. Sometimes a plane would carry as many as 
five cameras on a sortie, so you can imagine the 
labour involved in our photographic duties. None 
of us liked to be chosen to fly in one of these 
gigantic aircraft, the noise would be deafening, (no 
earmuffs in those days) the metal seats uncomfortable and while flying was bearable, landing on 
water in one of those things was like going down heavily on concrete, an unnerving, jarring 
experience. The crew were alright, they had their parachutes to sit on! 

 
The job had its fun side though. We young blokes found plenty to keep us happy and there were 
always interesting jobs to do. Photographing the officers Christmas party, regular dances, going out 
in the air-sea rescue launches which could reach 40 knots, or producing montages of aircraft in 
unlikely aerial situations and selling them to the squadron personnel - including the senior officers, 

Photo 4. Nearing the end of my time with the 
Air Observation Post in England.  
A moment to relax during a training exercise
for the Army pilots. I’m showing off my
newly won stripes. 

Photo 5. Complete darkroom on wheels, Singapore.
Note the awnings, an effort to keep the interior at a
working temperature. Half an hour at a time was
plenty inside that metal monster. 
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who didn't seem to mind that we were making pin money with R.A.F materials. One such picture I 
recall was produced by making five different sized prints of the same aircraft, doctoring the 
identity letters on the fuselage to make them look different and then mounting them in suitable 
positions on a large print of Mount Fujiyama. This was then rephotographed and we could print 
hundreds. Nobody seemed to notice that these craft were actually incapable of flying over 
Fujiyama and we sold so many copies we lost count. 
(Photo 6)  

 
More about those aerial cameras with lenses about 
the size of soup plates. They were all stowed in the 
aircraft with electrical timers set to take a picture 
every few seconds or so to give a small overlap to 
every successive print and timed according to the 
field of view of the lens and the altitude flown. After 
the sortie, we were out to the planes again to lug the 
monster cameras back to the section, where the 
darkroom truck became busy. The rolls of negatives 
produced were then sent, fortunately for us, to 
another photo unit on Singapore Island for bulk 
printing. Fitter photographers you never did see! 

As in Eygpt, the pride of the section was the ubiquitous Speed Graphic with which we did all the 
necessary groundwork and it was with this camera that I was to produce the most nerve-wracking 
group photo of my life. 172 Officers and men, no less, arranged in seven tiers in front of a 
Sunderland within the hangar doors. Every man properly dressed, with the seated ones (senior 
officers in the middle) all with their feet and hands in the same position. Three 4 x 5 inch film slides 
and some nervous processing later and we had another bestseller. What valuable negatives they 
proved to be. (Photo 7)  

 
I recall that one of our biggest problems with film processing in Singapore was the threat of 
reticulation, a phenomenon produced by big changes in the temperature of the chemicals and wash 
water. Excessive heat would soften the emulsion, producing a very pretty ‘crazy paving’ effects in 
the finished negatives, very beautiful sometimes but disastrous on film requiring fine details to be 
identified. 
 

Photo 6. Manipulation is nothing new. We could
never get 5 aircraft in the air at one time, they
never flew over Japan and, not being equipped
with oxygen, Sunderlands couldn't fly this high. 

Photo 7. 172 Officers and men, most on makeshift scaffolding and planks, arranged in front of a Sunderland flying
boat in a repair hanger. No second chances, no room for error, punishment for failure unthinkable. Weddings?
Piece of cake! 
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During my tour in Singapore I made a major upgrade of my own gear by purchasing a Rolleicord 
Mark IV T.L.R. with its close-up lenses, hood etc. This cost me $60, a small fortune to a corporal 
with a new wife to support. Yvonne and I, courting for years at a distance, finally got married in the 
R.A.F church in Seletar, 5th July 1952. (The day after Independence Day!) I wanted a Rolleiflex, 
but couldn't afford one, but my beloved Rolleicord served me without a moment of trouble for 40 
years until failing eyesight forced me into the world of auto focus. 
 
Singapore was a great place for a young married service couple and we have many fond memories 
of that period in our lives. Back to the U.K. in 1954, another troopship, this one more civilised 
because of the married personnel on board. With only a year of service to go I found myself in 
St.Ives, Huntingdonshire at R.A.F. Wyton, a gigantic airbase flying several squadrons of 
Mosquitos. These were twin engined, plywood built fighter/bombers. Lovely aircraft to look at, but 
difficult to fly and notorious for their very high landing speed. Fortunately no room for a 
photographer on board, only the usual electrically operated survey cameras, usually five to an 
aircraft and smaller size 24-inch (60 cm) focal length. 
 
The darkrooms at this establishment were big. Rooms containing motorised continuous processing 
machines about 5 metres long, with waist high tanks containing many litres of chemicals and 
dozens of rollers on rods which could be lowered into the solutions. The long airfilm would be 
threaded into these machines and emerge at the other end as dry negative rolls ready for the rather 
similar printing machines in another large room. The personnel here weren’t really doing 
photography, they were machine minders. About 24 of them. I never became one of these poor 
souls, because I very soon scored the plum job of Commanding Officer’s driver! I was at his beck 
and call in his fancy sedan, wearing a trendy leather jerkin and gauntlets and feeling quite superior. 
Thus employed, I ended my days in the R.A.F. eight years to the day from when I walked into that 
recruiting office in Croydon. It was 1955 and I was 25 years old. 
 
I marched into the C.O.’s office, having driven him there only that morning, and was offered a third 
sergeant's stripe if I would sign on for another four years. I politely declined, we shook hands, I 
saluted for the last time and walked through the main gate to freedom - and another life entirely - in 
Australia.  

 

Caught on TV.   Ian Carron.  

While watching an episode of ‘American Pickers’, a program I 
find quite enjoyable, the boys came across a number of tintypes 
dating to the American Civil War. Explaining how the values 
can vary according to uniforms, armaments carried etc, they 
went on to say the most expensive tin type ever auctioned was an 
authenticated original of Billy the Kid, sold at Denver in June, 
2011 for $2.3 million! Not bad when Billy paid just 25¢ around 
1879 or 1880.  
The photograph, believed to have been taken outside a saloon 
at Fort Sumner, New Mexico, was expected to fetch only as 
much as $400,000. 
In the photo, Billy the Kid is seen with his 
1873 Winchester carbine in one hand and a Colt revolver at his 
hip. 
Billy the Kid gave the image to a friend, Dan Dedrick, and his 
descendants, the Upham family, have owned the tintype ever 
since. It has only been publicly displayed during the 1980s at a 
museum in Lincoln County, N.M. 
Tintypes were an early form of photography that used metal 
plates. They are reverse images, and the Billy the Kid tintype led to the mistaken belief that the 
gunman was a lefty.  
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Letters to the Editor:  
 
Hello Ian 
What a great issue 91 for December. As you would know, I have next to no interest in still cameras, 
but I was fascinated by the lot — well written and illustrated. David Donaldson.   #475  
 
Member Ian Bock is the latest to be honoured in the 2014 Australia 
Day Honours List with an OAM award for service to the arts through a 
range of photographic communications and to the community.  
The former include various roles with fifteen clubs, including his 
membership with the APCS from 1977. He also joined the Melbourne 
Camera Club in 1966, serving as president eight times, treasurer fifteen 
times, and has been on the board since 1967 and has also served as 
secretary and vice-president. Well known in our society as a dedicated 
collector of things Pentax, Ian has provided both entertaining and 
authoritative talks and articles on this subject. Congratulations on a well deserved award. 
 
From Adrian Elshout, #233, via the Internet, a selection from fascinating collections of errors of 
judgement to provide a short amusement break!  
 
“The bomb will never go off, I speak as an expert in explosives.” - Admiral William Leahy, US Atomic Bomb Project. 
 

“There is no likelihood man can ever tap the power of the atom.” - Robert Millikan, Nobel Prize in Physics, 1923. 
 

“Computers in the future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons.” - Popular Mechanics, forecasting the relentless march of 
science. 1949. 
 

“I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.” - Thomas Watson, chairman of IBM, 1943. 
 

“I have travelled the length and breadth of this country and talked with the best people, and I can assure you that data 
processing is a fad that won’t last out the year.” - The editor in charge of business books for Prentice Hall, 1957.  
 

“But what is it good for?” – Engineer at the Advanced Computing Systems Division of IBM, 1968, commenting on the 
microchip.  
 

“640K ought to be enough for anybody.” – Bill Gates. 1981. 
 

“This ‘telephone’ has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a means of communication. The device is 
inherently of no value to us.” – Western Union Internal Memo. 1876. 
 

The wireless music box has no imaginable commercial value. Who would pay for a message sent to nobody in 
particular? – David Sarnoff’s associates in response to his urgings for investment in the radio in the 1920s. 
 

“The concept is interesting and well formed, but in order to earn better than a ‘C’, the idea must be feasible. – A Yale 
University management professor in response to Fred Smith’s paper proposing reliable overnight delivery service. 
(Smith went on to found Federal Express Corp.)  
 

“I’m just glad it’ll be Clark Gable who’s falling on his nose and not Gary Cooper!” – Gary Cooper on his decision NOT 
to take the leading role in “Gone With The Wind.”  
 

“Heavier than air flying machines are impossible.” – Lord Kelvin, president, Royal Society. 1895. 
 

“If I had thought about it, I wouldn’t have done the experiment. The literature was full of examples that said you can’t 
do this!” – Spencer Silver on the work that led to the unique adhesives for 3-M “Post-It” Notepads.  
 

“Drill for oil? You mean drill into the ground to try and find oil? You’re crazy!” -  Drillers who Edwin L. Drake tried to 
enlist to his project to drill for oil in 1859.  
 

“Airplanes are interesting toys but of no military value.” – Marechal Ferdinand Foch, Professor of Strategy,  
Ecole Supericure de Guerre, France.  
 

“The super computer is technologically impossible. It would take all the water that flow over Niagara Falls to cool the 
number of vacuum tubes required.” – Professor of Electrical Engineering, N.Y. University.  
 

“I don’t know what use anyone would find for a machine that would make copies of documents. It certainly wouldn’t be 
a feasible business by itself.” – the head of IBM, refusing to back the idea, forcing the inventor to found Xerox.  
 

“There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home.” -  Ken Olsen, president, chairman and founder of 
Digital Equipment Corp. 1977.  
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 The Chaika 3       Stefan Sztromajer 
 

The Chaika 3, introduced by BELOMO works in 1971 is the continuation of the Chaika half frame 
cameras line, although not similar to its predecessors.  

 

 The first look at the camera shows the new idea, 
all parts but the removable (the 42 mm thread 
mount) Industar 69 f2.8/28 are of quite new 
design. Probably the designer’s idea was the 
introduction of the improved camera, provided 
with the light meter, the big shutter setting knob 
and the changed film transport system. The die 
cast alloy aluminium body is covered with the 
black striped plastic.  

  

At the front of camera, fig. 1 there is a big 

selenium cell exposure meter - a, the finder 
window, provided with the frame to minimize 
the parallax problem – b, the square release 
button (no cable thread) - c and just below the 
flash contact - d  is positioned. After removing 
the lens the five leaves of the shutter can be 
seen, fig. 2.  

 

On the top plate, fig. 3 there is the accessory shoe 
- a, the round shutter speed setting control coupled with the light meter pointer  - b. A small disk, 
placed coaxial with the speed control - c, sets the film speed. The light meter window - d shows 
the two pointers, the thinner one controlled 
by the cell, while that with the eyelet at its 
end is coupled with the shutter-setting disk. 
For setting the correct exposure, the thin 
pointer should be placed in the centre of the 
eyelet.  

 

On the bottom plate, fig. 4 (from left to 
right) there is the rewind knob - a, and the 
film transport knob – d the film back 
transport button - b, the film frame counter 
window – c.  

 

Fig. 1. Chaika 3 Front of camera.  

Fig. 2. Wih the lens removed, showing shutter.  

Fig. 3. Top plate detail. 

Fig. 4. Configuration of bottom plate.  
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The rear side of camera, fig 5 shows only the finder window – a.  

 

Upon opening the camera chamber, fig. 
6 we will see the back transport film 
couple - a, the double film rails - b, the 
film transport sprockets - c, the film 
taking spool - d, the roller - e, and the 
pressure plate – f.  

 

The tripod thread - a is strangely placed 
at the left side of the body, fig.7. 
Probably such a solution makes more 
comfortable taking the groups while the 
tripod is used. The camera is provided 
with the pouch, – fig. 8.  

 

Concluding, the Chaika 3 had 
to be an improved model 
comparing to its predecessors, 
the Chaika and the Chaika II. 
Considering my personal point 
of view, there are two 
substantial features achieving 
this. The big shutter control 
disk and the light meter, but on 
the other hand the change of 
film transport mechanism: the 

knob instead of the lever, and omitting the “B” shutter setting makes 
me sad.  

 

The dimensions of the camera are as follows: 113mm x 88mm x 
50mm. Its weight is 436 g. 

Fig. 5. Rear detail.  

Fig. 6. Inside the Chaika 3.  

Fig. 7. Unusual placement of 
tripod thread! 

Fig. 8. Soft pouch supplied with camera.
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The “Talking Sidekick”                    Geoff Harrisson 

 
 
Twenty years ago “disposable” 
or “single-use” cameras were a 
popular new concept and were 
sold mainly by Kodak and Fuji. 
(Pic 1) In 1993 Polaroid decided 
to enter that market with the 
“Sidekick” camera - loaded with 
their new “High Definition” 
35mm film - and the following 
year the “Talking Sidekick”. 
 
This text is from a Polaroid press 
release photograph in May 1994: 
 
The Polaroid “Talking Sidekick” 
camera is an innovative single-
use camera with a built-in, pre-programmed computer chip that plays humorous picture-taking 
expressions such as “Smile and say cheese!” and “C’mon look happy!”  Talking Sidekick comes 
ready to use, preloaded with a 24-exposure roll of Polaroid 35mm High Definition 400 ISO film.  

 
 (Pic 2) The camera features a 
built-in flash for indoor or 
outdoor picture taking, sturdy 
plastic construction, a two-
element lens that produces 
sharp, clear images and a 
manual on-off switch that 
enables the photographer to 
override the flash.  The Talking 
Sidekick camera is available in 
four versions – each featuring 
expressions from “Yoohoo! It’s 
picture time!” to “Smile! It’ll be 
over in a flash!”  It uses both 

male and female voices, which are activated by a button on top of the camera, opposite the shutter 
button. (Pic 3) 
 
The one in my collection was 
working when I received it 
and I tape-recorded the voice 
so it would not be lost. A 
slightly shrill American 
female voice says, “Yoohoo 
– it’s picture time!” (You 
can just picture here your 
annoying Auntie Evelyn who 
is always whipping out a 
camera at family gatherings) 
and after a brief pause the 
voice then says “Go right, go left, back up, that’s it!”  It probably caused some smiles in USA but I 
think it possibly worked even better here because that very American voice would have caused 
some great family expressions!  

Pic 1. Fuji Quicksnap Flash 1991. 

Pic 2. Talking sidekick showing front speaker. 

Pic 3. Sound button on left, shutter button right. 
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JUST FOR FUN…. MAX & OLIVE TRUE.          John Fleming. 
 
Following on from Geoff Harrisson’s excellent early history of Whitney Bros, the photographers at 
Melbourne’s Luna (amusement) Park, more historical information has been unearthed. This reveals 
an unbroken link to a Melbourne “Whitney Bros” studio into the late 1970’s. Whilst Luna Park 
opened in 1912, George & Leo Whitney may have already 
been well established at a Bourke Street, City address. In any 
case, two years later in 1914 they suffered a somewhat 
bizarre theft. Maybe police were instructed to look out for 
some “gaily dressed thieves”? Pic 1 
 
When World War 1 forced closure of the fun park, the two 
Whitney Bros did continue the city studio, but by 1921 and 
still no sign of Luna Park re-opening, they returned to the 
USA, leaving the Bourke Street studio under control of the 
manager, Max True. A fellow American, Maxwell Dudley 
True was born in 1881, and in 1923 when Luna Park finally 
re-opened, he regained the Whitney Bros photographic 
concession. Pic 2 His wife Olive (maiden name Olive 
Kathleen/Catherine Barr) also became a competent 
photographer. They lived in a small cottage down a narrow 
laneway off 42 Fawkner Street, St. Kilda… a couple of 
blocks away from, and in sight of, Luna Park. Max and Olive 
continued the novelty backdrop props with the famous “aeroplane”. Pic 3 Into the late 1930’s they 
became a bit more adventurous, showing hints of England’s Brighton or Blackpool! Pic 4 

 

Maxwell True died in 1942, and Olive took 
over and continued both the St. Kilda Luna 
Park studio as well as the Bourke Street 
studio. By the late 1950’s, Whitney Bros was 
advertised as “passport studios” and Olive 
True was listed in the phone book still at 42 
Fawkner St, St. Kilda as a “photographer”. By 
1974, the Whitney Bros passport studio was 
located at 230 Collins Street Melbourne… a 
very smart end of town, and Olive was still in 
the phone book living at St. Kilda. It is 
believed she died in the late 1970’s, thus 
ending the amazing tale of “Whitney Bros Electric Studios”. 
 
(* “Just for fun” was the advertising slogan for Melbourne’s Luna Park 1930’s-70’s)  

Pic 1. “The Argus” 17 Feb 1914, page 5.

Pic 2. Back of Pic 3 postcard photo late 
1920’s. Courtesy: John Keane.

Pic 3. Charming novelty biplane prop, late 1920’s. 
Photo: John Keane. 

Pic 4. Another fun background with similar art 
style…maybe Olive’s handiwork? 
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A Selection of Nostalgic Images from Whitney Bros & Luna Park. 
 

 
 
  

 

Whitney Bros. L to R, George K. Whitney, Beatrice Gilman, 
Eva “Daisy” Whitney, George K. Whitney Junior,  

taken USA, August 1940.

Reverse of photo at left: Poignant 
message to probably a WW 1 soldier 

going away. 
Taken in the Bourke St studio. 

Bendigo Easter Fair 1913. (Whitney Bros did move around!) 
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Why WOULD You Collect a “TILSO”  
FEATHER-WEIGHT CAMERA 
- Just For Fun? Or by bordering on a little more than eccentric!     Lyle Curr 
 
OK, OK, perhaps it’s finally happened. At last he’s flipped his lid completely. Why WOULD you 
add a crappy, brittle plastic, easily warped Hong Kong made piece of junk to your collection? It’s 
worse than an old Diana; it leaks light because the back does not fit properly; it uses very hard to 
obtain 127 film; its plastic “lens” is warped and scratched and its design has no redeeming features; 
it just looks like one of those toy cameras made in the 60s for show-bags and other assorted 
giveaways or for cheap sales. Nothing special about it at all. (Pic 1)  
Well, as usual, all is not as it seems. You have 
to look more closely; you have to find the 
detail, the intricacies and unusual aspects, the 
idiosyncrasies of the beast. But that’s not all; 
you also have to appreciate them.... What a load 
of drivel! I collected the Tilso because of its 
BOX! 
Actually it was listed on eBay as “Tilso Magic 
Lens Camera” and that was probably what 
initially attracted me to this lump of poor 
quality plastic shaped like a camera because I 
had never heard of a Tilso. (Don't go running to 
your McKeowns, it’s not in there!) But when I 
opened the auction site and saw its BOX, I had 
to have it. Have you ever seen anything like 
this? (Pic 2) The box is much better designed 

than the camera. As one clown on a camera 
forum site commented, “I am sure the engineers 
took twice as long to design the box as they did 
the camera.” I have to agree. It’s the only box I 
have ever seen that appears to have had the 
camera fashioned from the shape of the box. (It’s 
not the nicest camera box I have ever seen. Aside 
from limited edition specifically collectable 
boxes made for gold Hasseblad’s and Rollei’s 
etc, the nicest actual production box I have seen 
is for a standard Retina 1b from the late 50s. (Pic 
3) Now that’s a nice box.  

But the Tilso with a line drawing looking very 
much like a drafted plan of the camera on the top of 
the box, and the fitted shape is right up there. It 
really is quite a unique box, with a load of clap-trap 
written on it about the “Magic Lens” of the camera. 
It tells you of “...many years of research...” and 
“....the Magic Lens gives pictures of clear, 
sharpness.....” etc etc. The only way you would get 
sharp pictures from this single element, thin plastic 
lens is if it WAS magic. Maybe it is made in the 

Pic 1. The Tilso. So What? 

Pic 2. The Tilso Box, so much more interesting 
than the camera. 

 
Pic 3. This has got to be the nicest box that ever 

held a production camera. 
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Harry Potter Optical Works in Diagon Alley! The box has on it the full instructions for use of the 
camera, (Pic 4) and a complete list of the camera's “features”. There are a couple of “round the 

corner” black and white pictures on the box too, 
and if they were taken with a lens such as on this 
camera the only magic around is the type you get 
from the mushroom. (Pic 5)  

But it’s the shape that gives the box its appeal; 
“T” shape, fitted to the camera; and the front 
with an artists imprint of the “Magic Lens” and 
the camera’s full name and ID on it. (Pic 6) It’s 
a collector’s dream. But.... after reading all the 
spiel on the box, I actually decided to have a 
look at the camera to decide if it has any redeeming features as a 
collectable to go with the awesome, quirky box. 
As I said above, this is just one of those cheapy Hong Kong 
made plastic novelties that came into our toyshops in the late 
50s, early 60s. Well, there's our first collectable feature; it’s 
made in Hong Kong. The back of the camera has PUC in a 
diamond shaped logo, and No.62215. (Pic 7) I doubt it’s a serial 
number! It’s more likely a design registration number, with 
“Made in Hong Kong” directly under it. I have not been able to 
ascertain what the PUC stands for. The same number appears on 
the bottom of the whimsical box. But most of these little plastic 
toys were marketed under many different names. We will see a 
little later just what research of the history of this photographic 
colossus will reveal. The back of the camera also shows us 
another attribute, which immediately places this little waif in 
another collector category. It has two red windows, so it’s a half 
frame camera and a “16” on 127 film.  
As long as we're at the rear, lets open the camera back. Standard 
127 film spool in the chamber, brass spool tensioners, slightly 
curved film plane guide; nothing conspicuously collectable there.  

 
 
 
So lets turn it around........... 
I love the opaque lens cap. (Pic 8) With a 
picture making machine of such quality as 
this I think I would have gone for a very 
black, light tight lens cap, because I reckon 
this would be leaking light onto the film even 
when the shutter was “closed”, but no; PUC 
went for the semitransparent, white cover.  
How's that for collectability? There is a 
standard flip/flop, everset shutter, with a long 

Pic 4. The rear of the box, taken up with the detailed 
instructions for this difficult to operate, complicated 

camera! 

Pic 5. The pictures are nicely placed on the box, but of a 
quality I would suggest far beyond the capabilities of the 

Magic Lens.

Pic 6. The front of the box. Claims 
of “quality” from the “Magic” Lens.

Pic 7. What is PUC? And two red windows for half frame 
exposure counting. 
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handled release, and on the other side of the lens barrel, the Time/Instant lever. BUT, the 
TIME↔INST marking is in gold, not your dull, common, normal white, but gold, so shiny it might 
even be real gold leaf. (Pic 9) 

The top plate sports a moulded viewfinder with round 
viewing holes both front and rear. (See Pic 1.) Some 
may assume this means the camera produces round 
pictures, but this is not the case. Strangely enough, the 
viewfinder contains optical glass lenses, which appear 
very much better ground than the almost flat bit of 
plastic on the front of the camera that actually serves to 
form the images. Very strange!  
And, that’s just it. The whole box and dice is a pun- yes 

all very strange. Starting with its unknown origins right 
through to the incongruity of glass viewfinder lenses and a 
(really cheap) plastic objective, the gold lettering and the 
absolutely weird box, it becomes a very collectable camera. 
Ah yes, lets look a little more into its origins if we can. 
Turns out there is an exactly similar camera marketed under 
the Orion Camera Hong Kong brand, called strangely 
enough, the “ORION CAMERA” , but it is not “Feather-
Weight”, nor does it have a “Magic Lens”. It also came in a 
very ordinary box. There is a similar camera, also produced 
by Orion Camera called the Kleer-Vu, (Pic 10) but it has an 
extended housing on the top plate for the viewfinder, which 
on this camera has more traditional square viewing ports. It 
does have a Magic Lens, and is Feather-Weight though. But 
the plot thickens, which is more than can be said for the 

Magic lens! Another identical camera is around called 
“CLIX”. (Pic 11) It has a Magic Lens, and is also 
Feather-Weight, but originally came in a boring square 
box. But, it did make a brief appearance in the mid 
1950s in a blue version of the grandiose “T” shaped 
box, but it did not have the line drawing of the camera 
on the top. So perhaps this helps us date the Tilso to the 
mid 50s. By the way, in case you are wondering, I can 
find no connection between Orion Camera, and what 
was the Orion Seiki Sangyo Y.K. Company or the 
Orion Seiki K.K that in 1955-6 became MIRANDA. I 
don't think Orion Camera is quite in the same class!  
Epilogue: When I started this article, it was going to be 
a light hearted, hopefully amusing look at a piece of 
photographic junk just for the fun of it.... and a lot of 
the article is just that. But as it progressed, again the 
diverse and many faceted nature of our hobby surfaced. 
Seemingly each new paragraph brought to light 
something perhaps a little more serious but none the 
less enjoyable about the little humble camera in 
question. So my ongoing mission, is to seek out new 
cameras, whatever their background and boldly attempt 
to (ever so gently) guide you to where you have never 
gone before. (Apologies to Star Trek fans. Never seen a Star Trek camera, but I do have a Star 
Wars binocular camera. Looks like I just got inspiration for next months article.) But maybe with 
this offering there will also be a little enlightenment as well, and an easy reminder to make sure that 
no matter what you collect or how you go about finding your treasures, never, never forget to have 
fun; that’s what its all about. 
Happy Hunting,  Lyle Curr.  

 
Pic 8. The transparent lens cover, and the 

magnificent MAGIC LENS. 

Pic 9. The Time↔Inst marking in gold. 

Pic 10. The Kleer-Vu. 
At least it has a Magic lens. 

Pic 11. The Clix, in its early box. 
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Meet Member Peter Robinson and his Life as an RAF photographer.  

 

From John Fleming’s Dalka research: 
Family photo of Clive Ditchburn (centre) and family on 
trip to Ayers Rock in 1968. Taken from a Kodachrome, 

one of a stereo pair. Camera Clive used is unknown.  

Ex-Dalka employee, Stella Lewis, surrounded by children and 
grand children, 2010.  

 
The Dalka story concludes in this issue with Part 3.  

John Fleming researches Whitney Bros in ‘Just for Laughs.’ From Geoff Harrisson: ‘The Talking Sidekick!’ 
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